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Prologue

News reporter Jenna Helmsly turned to Moira Bingham and asked with concern, “will he be able to do this
interview?” Moira nodded and smiled and so Jenna sat down with 99 year old Jimmy Bingham, a retired railroad
engineer, and began asking the questions as the cameras rolled. It was a celebratory moment for Jimmy to finally
tell his stories of the years he worked on the railroad hauling heavy steel in the Massillon-Dover steel era.

The news of the mills demolitions struck a distant chord to many in the area who were familiar with steel making.
Most have had relatives who worked in the mills if they didn’t work in the mills themselves. Most have heard the
stories that it was the mills that these towns rose from obscurity to being significant contributors to the growth of
the country if not a key player in the war effort of the 40’s. Names like Republic Steel, Cleveland Steel, Canton
Steel with its huge Basic Oxygen Furnace were only a few years ago household names for those worked in and
around the central northeastern Ohio area.

For some time now, most of these same mills today stand in stark contrast to yesteryear. Alone, quiet, abandoned
- and decaying with disrepair. These are huge relics from the past with their fate sealed and now are  scheduled
for demolition. Memories will be all that remains of smoke bellowing chimneys from the longest buildings you
have ever seen. One will be able to look upon vast lots without even as much of a trace of what great and huge
monuments to steel making employed so many and for so long. The irony is that men like Jimmy whose lives
were bonded to these giants, find themselves as decrepit and aging as their steel mill counterparts.

Before the cameras Jimmy talked of his first love of railroading. A toy train was given to him as a child for
Christmas. Watching it go around the Christmas tree, Jimmy soon came to be as keen for the loud majestic and
solemnly haunting sound of the real steam whistle from tracks just out of view from his home. With his dad in
tow he would often head to the Dover Yard where large trains were stacked and moved by an amazing choreography
that one could easily mistake for a scripted dance. He admired men as tough as the steel they hauled.

Blasting the whistle once and then twice and then even a third time, the steel beasts would chuff and heave as if
they just sucked all the air from around them. Once in awhile he recalled that he would see the strangest rail cars
seen coming and going though very slowly. He explained that their contents were hot molten steel destined for
the Finishing Mills in places Jimmy wasn’t aware of in his youth. It wasn’t until later he added that when he was
older and employed by the railroad that his place was behind the controls of steam and then diesel engines.

As the economy shifted from good to bad or vice versa, Dover and Massillon held steady because of the mills.
Jimmy explained that he took jobs with the mills as the pay was great and there was always a need for an engineer
willing to work in dangerous environments. Jimmy explained he wasn’t alone, that there were many like himself
who could tell countless stories of how the railroads danced with the steel mills, but with forlorn he mentioned
that most had since passed on.

The news reporter listened intently as Jimmy, the elderly starry-eyed youth who yearned to be a railroad engineer,
spun many a yarn of his railroad adventures. Sadness filled his eyes as he remembered many of the huge relics in
their glory days, now just days from the wrecking ball. A time or two his eyes twinkled as he relayed his fascination
with the complexity of track that feeds the mills, so complex and yet orderly. It was his turn to tell his stories. For
those moments that was his interview, the steel mills lived again.

With the interview ended and the cameramen packing their cameras into their containers, Jenna thanked Moira
and Jimmy and then the cameras and crews departed. Moira looked at her grandfather and for a moment, she didn’t
see a man, but an institution. As if he was just another member of the machinery and structures soon to be torn
down. Jimmy’s stories are now your story - recreated in this package for Ohio Steel. Mount your engine and be
prepared to haul heavy tonnage.
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Standing there you couldn’t have seen but a small distance as the large crowd thronged about the massive structures
soon to be christened in the ribbon cutting ceremony sponsored by Massillon’s mayoral committee. Speaking from
the podium, the committee exalted and praised Republic’s expansion while keynote figures from Republic chimed
in on how the new blast furnace complex would further invigorate Massillon’s economy. Republic announced
thousands of new job openings in the coming months as the soon “next to be giant of industry” stoically towered
before them. Sounds of merriment hushed the moment the ribbon was and then as if the bells of liberty rang out,
the crowd roared with cheers, gaiety and the popping of champagne as the last snip of the sheers cut the ribbon
in two. A new era in American industry was suddenly born and the growing, though somewhat sputtering town
of Massillon, quickly felt it was not to be left behind. Men in pin-striped suits busily hurried themselves giving
further interviews while photographers captured the moment on film. It wasn’t long before all of this momentous
occasion was captured for all of posterity in the newspapers.

1926 was a time of revelry. The country was finding its stride and brimmed with pride as prosperity grew. Growth
in every quarter of industry heralded the growing economy which was becoming the envy of the world. 1926 saw
Massillon’s entry into the race with along with Repbulic’s two other mills in Cleveland and Canton, OH. With
thousands of newly employed Massillon’s future grew bright.

But as we know, the 1930’s were not kind to the world and hard times did befell the country. Through it all
Republic’s Massillon Steel Mill sojourned on, and kept many employed and a good distance from the Hoovervilles
which popped up in abundance all over the country. But what the lack of money, or the lack of lack of demand
couldn’t do, technology did.

Blast furnaces were in their infancy in the 1920’s and a blast furnace built then could only produce maybe 600
tons worth of steel a day. Soon afterwards blast furnaces were built to produce thousands of tons of steel in a day
and in due time Massillon’s Republic Steel Mill would be force to shut down its older blast furnace.

Closing down the blast furnace didn’t just mean shutting down one of the steel mill’s bigger structures. It also
meant the Coke Ovens, the Ore Pit, and the other accessory structures were to close too. And that meant a reduction
in labor. And with one thing leading to another, so too the whole mill was abandoned in time to become a relic of
the past though much of the decline took place in the latter part of the 1990’s.

So stands today barely a relic of this once great mill as most of the massive structures were torn down. And it’s a
disappointment to many of us. But do you know what? Through the gift of our imagination and virtual technology
we can change some of that disappointment to something else. In fact, the Dover and Massillon virtual route
package actually brings back this once giant stalwart right to your computer screen. Come relive what it was like
to be a railroader amongst the “iron horses” of yesteryear who galloped amongst the giants of steel making in All
Aboard’s Ohio Steel: Dover and Massillon.

Introduction
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History Revised

Dover and Massillon represents a mixture of history and fiction to bring different time periods together at once
for the fullest railroading experience. We start with the latter 1800’s when Dover Steel Mill began production of
low grade qualities of steel. This sufficed but as America expanded Dover Steel wasn’t able to expand production
and quickly fell far enough behind that the plant stood on the brink of failure.

In the early 1900’s several new industries emerged as finishing mills which kept Dover Steel afloat but just barely.
Dover Steel’s inadequate steel making furnaces barely were able to compete with the newer technologies. But in
Massillon waves were being made as talk of a modern steel mill were speculated and soon happened. 1926 was
the year that Republic built a modern blast furnace of that day and once again spawned new mills like Eatons.

The railroads in that day in the Dover and Massillon area mostly linked faraway places with a ribbon of rail just
as a means of linking one town with the next with some means to transport goods. As the mill influence grew, so
did the railroad’s interest as well as the amount of trackage. Before long competing railroads also built trackage
into the area. Two routes emerged from the north as well as one from the west until eventually a whole other
railroad built a double-track line running from Massillon to Canton, Oh.

As the war years came the need for steel increased and more track was laid between Dover and Massillon. In an
odd sort of way though steel started in Dover, it ended up in Massillon. And while the roughing and finishing
mills began in Dover, they stayed there and the railroads obliged.

During the war years there was enough demand for all the railroads. But as demand decreased after the war years
only one railroad prevailed and it held its ground running Dover and Massillon. And as Republic went on to
upgrade it’s two other mills in Cleveland and Canton, Republic felt the Massillon mill was sufficient for its purposes
and it never changed much after its expansion in 1926.

Today the steel mill still produces steel in sufficient quantities to keep itself and the supporting railroad in business.
But there has never been that much money in excess to change the way the route was originally laid. So Dover
still has its own division from its earliest days and Massillon has its own. And there’s enough to keep each railroad
busy.

That is, unless the parent company, UP, decides it wants to streamline the way things are done. It was just a few
years ago that UP took an interest in the area and through nasty merger and acquisition techniques conquered the
original owners and swallowed the region up whole. Not as familiar with the old style steel making business UP
decided it would support the region by only injecting its own motive power and paint scheme.
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Hi-Level Operations

In Ohio Steel, there are two towns involved, Dover and Massillon. As the Dover area railroad infrastructure grew
first, Dover was the terminating point for the Railroad (I use the words ‘the Railroad’ to denote the railroad you
work for in this route package. This is explained more in detail later). When Republic’s Massillon Steel Mill
emerged, the rail line which then ran from Dover to Massillon, was eventually expanded to a double-track mainline.
While neither Dover or Massillon ever became huge operations there did evolve a handshaking between the two
towns where Massillon produced steel and Dover “finished” it. For many years it stayed that way, that is, until
Eatons setup their own “finishing shops” in Massillon to compete with the “finishing” plants in and near Dover.
Fortunately for both towns, the steel mill’s output is big enough for both all the “finishing” mills nearby and neither
town has seen any lessening of industry output to threaten employment.

With enough rail traffic of raw materials and goods traversing the line, the railroad stayed afloat and well into the
1980’s in fact. Most of the output of the steel mill and finishing goods filters themselves out through Massillon
to nearby manufacturing and construction. Raw materials find its way into the Massillon Steel Mill largely through
rail traffic and not much otherwise. The canal built leading from the Erie and paralleling the steel mill, while
capable of barge traffic did not lend itself wide enough to do much good in Massillon for the purposes of unloading.
So rail traffic has always been the method of choice for delivering raw materials to Massillions mill.

Operations for the Railroad is mostly unchanged since the Massillon Steel Mill came to effect it. The Massillon
area is controlled by Massillon Interchange services there at the Massillion Interchange Yard. Dover operations
are controlled by the  yard manager at Dover Yard. Communications flows freely amongst the two as what engines
and rollingstock is needed where to promote successful trafficking of trains. Little in the way of excess rollingstock
is kept in the Massillon or Dover area since the UP take over. When extra equipment is needed (which isn’t very
often), requests are made to UP’s regional office in Brewster where a large yard resides and services this regional
area in Ohio.

Because interchange is the lifeblood to this railroad’s success there are shared trackage rights with two competing
railroads. There is some thru traffic which helps to congest and slow down operations but for the most part
interchange with them is done via Massillon Interchange Yard.
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Low level Operations

Massillon and Dover both have their own operating procedures.

Dover Yard handles most of the incoming and outbound traffic for Dover and nearby businesses. Rail business
traffic in Dover and the area it serves is quite plentiful and diverse. It is not unusual to see rail traffic at every
business hour of the day (Night traffic is mostly not done as the extra cost for extra shifts would absorb most of
the profits gained by running trains day and night). Most of the businesses in the Dover area are suitably large
enough to require more traffic movements than your typical localized industries because of their steel making
association. And because many of these businesses also deal in bulk goods or heavy equipment, trains tend to be
short for the distance between the two towns is short and large motive power would be cost ineffective. Henceforth
aggressive management is needed to ensure customer satisfaction. More trains, frequent servicing, and courtesy
is Dover’s anthem for success.

Massillon Interchange is difficult because it not only interfaces with foreign railroads, it also interfaces with the
steel mill’s own railroad. Starting with the mill, the Railroad only provides delivery and pickups to and from the
mill’s  interchange and staging yards. The mill railroad covers all the internal mill operations and henceforth it is
unusual that the Railroad will ever find itself within the jurisdiction tracks of the mill except for access to the
Incoming Yard tracks, the Scrap Metal Yard, the Ore-Pit ladder yard and the steel mill’s Interchange Yard. Most
of these yards, except for the Scrap Metal Yard are on the outskirts of the mill.

Massillon Interchange also covers movements from Dover to Massillon and vice versa. There are many instances
where Dover Yard will do a movement to Massillon should it be the most convenient at that time. However,
because Massillon motive operators are more experienced with special rail movements as a result of the mill,
shipments which are directed from the mill to Dover businesses will sometimes be frequent.
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Operations Recap

Just to clarify in simpler terms the complex management operations of the Railroad, an employee of Dover Yard
is likely only to see service from Dover North to the southern branchlines. Typically the new employee motive
personnel will always see employment first in Dover. There’s very little chance of a duty for new personnel in
Massillon due to the complexities of interchange and interface with the other railroads as well as the hazardous
conditions of working around and within the steel mill.

A seasoned employee of the Railroad is likely to see opportunities and promotion to be an employee of the
Massillon Interchange Yard is likely to do service anywhere from Massillon to Dover not only because of the
extra training gained but because that employee is well versed in Dover management operations. Training in
Massillon Interchange is done on the job and in classroom so the employee is well versed in the dangers of operating
within the steel mill’s limits.

Meaning, a motive power employee of the Railroad always starts out working in the Dover Yard and then in time
the businesses serviced by Dover Yard. That area extends from Dover North, the Dover Yard and the two
branchlines extending southward from Dover Yard.

As the motive power employee gains experience, by management only that motive power employee could be
recommended for further training and promotion to Massillon Interchange Yard where then his servicing area
would be expanded after training and successful completion of training to include anywhere within the Dover and
Massillon “the Railroad’s” jurisdiction.

It is of some consequence that since the UP takeover (and where haven’t they of late...) there has been some
blurring of the lines of jurisdiction that some motive power employees have expressed an interest in expanding
the Railroad’s jurisdiction. Since that matter only falls into the purview of higher management of UP, that
unrelenting giant of Railroads, there is no comment on the matter at this time.
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Railroading Details

Ohio Steel has only a few details that are worth mentioning.

The track movements are a bit varied with the different branchlines south and west of Dover versus the mainline
running north and south to Massillon. The Stone Creek branchline is mostly 40 mph both ways with a long stretch
of 35 mph near Dover (residential reasons). The Southeast branchline where most of the Dover Yard customers
is single track main with extended passing sidings. Track speed is mostly 40 mph along that branchline. Typically
track when doubled is the track head south from Dover and on the right is southbound whereas the other track is
considered northbound. The western branch extending from Dover into Dover proper is single track main though
more properly considered a spur extension and is 35 mph and extreme caution is mandatory.

The Dover and Massillon mainline is double tracked mainline with posted speeds of 50 mph. Speed reductions
can be from 45 to 35 depending on the circumstance though the dispatcher reserves the right to decrease speeds
as low as 15 mph. Northbound traffic always assumes the right of way on the right side track though in many
cases traffic will be altered to either track depending on track circumstances. Constantly stay alert to traffic flow
changes because hitting any of the switches with high tonnage could cause serious damage to the switch, cars,
and derailment.

There are many signals along the route and they need to be heeded. Red means stop. Yellow means proceed with
caution and green means clear.

Two sets of signs a few miles up from Dover are sunk deeply into the ground which look like automotive traffic
signs. These signs reflect that a signal bridge is approximately one mile off and these particular signals are remote
and could be easily overlooked until its too late to react to their status. The signs act as a reminder to check their
signal state.

There are many road crossings on this route and hence many times you will need to clear the roads with your
engine horn. The signs with the W are whistle posts and when you encounter them signal to traffickers your
presence with up to 3 blasts and the engine warning bell as you near the crossing.

Standard operating procedure for switches:

All track considered mainline have a remotely activated switching device and are hence called automatic switches.
These switches are set by the dispatcher and needs no intervention on the part of the motive power engineer or
said crew. In many cases the switch has a nearby relay box that can vary from small to large. Any unauthorized
person or persons near a relay box needs to be reported to the dispatcher so authorities can be summoned to
investigate. Failure to do so could result in employee termination.

Switches with no remote activation equipment and with tall stand is manual is usually relegated to yards or
industrial spurs. These are activated via the motive power crew and must be set manually for proper clearance.
For best scenario operation it is best to use the 9 key to access the overview map (Use the left click of the mouse
while holding down the Shift key with the mouse cursor on the blue dot next to a switch junction to change the
direction of travel through a switch. If you do not see the blue dot, click on the red monitor in the upper right hand
of the screen and a series of icons will reveal itself in a fly out panel. Click “all icons on” by clicking on the green
icon with 9 little squares on it. Repeated clicking of the a blue dot will toggle the switch direction. Note that a
3-way switch will need more clicking to toggle the different directions through the 3-way switch.). Once again,
any unauthorized individual(s) around a manual switch junction must also be reported to the dispatcher and will
be investigated.
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The Dover rail yard and three branchlines make up the Dover Division. Each of the three branchlines contribute
to the heavily used Dover rail yard.

Dover Yard - Trains are brought in from Massillon and sent to Massillon or the Interchange Yard north of
Massillon. Any train coming into the yard from outside Dover is considered to be foreign. Or if the train is leaving
Dover it is considered foreign as well. Four tracks of the Dover Yard is specialized for Foreign service. Two tracks
are designated as Local tracks for receiving and shipping of freight that stays within the Dover Division. A service
facility, wye and turntable make up the support services for the Yard. Some support material is stored on-site. All
servicing of engines or those that make up the support services are considered part of the Maintenance Division
of the Dover Yard.

Stone Creek Branchline - A little over ten miles long the Stone Creek Branchline was once an extended line
reaching as far south as Cambridge, OH. The line was truncated and ripped up but the ten miles that remains is
frequently used as Stone Creek boasts a thriving foundry. Two passing sidings remain from the line’s extended
days and are still in use today. The line however is mostly single tracked. Signals populate the line to keep safety
a premium. While the line is mostly bracketed by rural farmlands numerous crossings are in use so a fair number
of whistle posts dot the line from start to end. While the line is also bracketed by significant hills, the line itself
is fairly level. Track speeds vary due to the congestive nature of the line and area. Track speed is 40 mph when
open running is available. City limits running and surrounding communities however limit track speed to 30 mph
in the northern part of the line. Expect to see multiple trains from time to time when the foundry outputs more
heavily. Most of the trains delivering from Stone Creek Foundry will be classified onto the Foreign tracks because
rarely is the output needed in the Dover area.

Dover To Uhrichsville Branchline - Commonly referred to as the Southeasterner because its direction from
Dover is to the southeast. This is the Dover Division’s busiest branchline. Several larger mills as well as quarries
dot the line which itself is made up of several extended passing sidings. Crossovers are spotted along the
double-track portions so optimal train movement is achieved. Like the Stone Creek Branch the line is bracketed
with some farming but mostly urban areas of developments and business parks. While in the Stone Creek Branch
track speed varies, this is not so with the ‘Southeasterner.’ Track speed is regularly 40 mph on both double-tracked
sections and single track. Industrial spurs are located off of either the double-tracked and single tracked portions.
Industrial switching on the single tracked portions need to be done so timely as these spurs are not isolated by
signal and will hold up branchline traffic until the trains have completed their switching movements and moved
onto the double-tracked portions.

Due to the diverse nature of this branchline rollingstock both incoming and outgoing will either be Local or Foreign.

Dover Branch - In one sense Dover Yard is sometimes thought of as an extension of Dover Steel Mill. Because
this branchline is only a couple of miles long Dover Steel Mill uses the Dover Yard to house its outgoing and
incoming and outgoing goods. Coal to power the steam plants is the exception as the mill has its own coal storage
tracks. Because the mill works so closely with the Dover Yard the mill hires out all its switching operations to the
Dover Division. A switcher is usually supplied by Dover Division to move freight and specialized steel mill rail
cars through the mill’s trackage. All personnel assigned to this branch must be familiarized and certified with
working with hot metal before assigned to the more dangerous aspects of steel mill operations. Track speed is 25
mph only. The area is suburban so caution must always be practiced.

Dover Division Specifics
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Steel Mill Operations

While it is outside the jurisdiction of the Railroad to participate in any steel making activities it is important to
the motive engineer that he/she have some familiarization with the steel making process to safely navigate the
Massillon Mill integrated steel mill. In this the steel making plant and process will be covered briefly.

Iron making preceded steel making and from these iron making foundries that steel making evolved. Many such
mills limited in scope simply because the technology was in its infancy were spread out. Following the automotive
breakthrough of the assembly line, steel mills sought to do the same and condensed the various steel making
buildings into a singular area becoming the integrated mill such like Massillon’s Steel Mill.

The process of steel making is quite complex compounded by so many buildings clustered together it’s pretty
difficult to keep straight what is what. So what I did was to realize that steel making is best described in our
terminology we use today as complexes. So let’s begin and follow the steel making chart courtesy of Mike Spinelli
of ovsrails.com.

At the top of the chart is the resources used to make steel. In they come by rail and are classified as well as quickly
moved to various parts of the mill by use and need.

The first complex to understand is what I call the Blast Furnace Complex. Made up of the Sintering Plant, Coke
Ovens, Blast Furnace, Hi-Line and Ore-Pit this is where, and for the sake of brevity, molten iron is made. Will
cover where the molten iron goes but briefly,

1) Coal is baked in the Coke Ovens to make Coke (which eventually is fed into the blast furnace)

2) Iron Ore is brought into the Sintering Plant where Sinter is made (also fed into the blast furnace)

3) Limestone is mostly unprocessed in the steel mill and via the Ore Pit is transferred to the blast furnace along
with Sinter and Coke.

At the Blast Furnace these materials are combined and fed up to the blast furnace top where they are dumped into
the furnace along with superheated air. Air is pumped into the tall ovens near the blast furnace and superheated
and then sent to the blast furnace. It also is recycled back through dust collectors and filters to clean the air and
then is pumped back into the furnace after superheating again. The superheated air causes the materials to melt
together and at the base of the furnace, hot molten iron is tapped and led by channels in the flooring to specialized
rail cars below called torpedo cars. At the same time a residue typically forms at the top of the molten iron and is
also tapped but channeled separately to specialized steel cars called Slag cars. Slag is then transferred to a location
for dumping.

Meanwhile the hot molten cars are sent to the next complex I call the Open Hearth Complex.

While steel is converted from molten iron to steel in the Open Hearth building, there are supporters in this that
deserve attention and thereby grouped together form a complex. Three things happen simultaneously to make steel
happen.

First and brought by rail, scrap metal is shredded and brought to the Open Hearth Mill and loaded into the various
furnaces which make up the Open Hearth Mill via the Stock Yard and Stock Platform. The Stock Yard performs
the task of removing the shredded scrap metal from regular rail cars to narrow gauge cars which are then taken
by elevated track to the Stock Platform (In Ohio Steel I used regular track to simulate what should be narrow
gauge track).

Second, the molten iron is moved into the Mixer building where materials are mixed into the molten iron to
facilitate the quality of steel produced. Throughout this particular part of steel making the molten iron stays inside
the hot metal cars.
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Third,  on the opposite side of the Open Hearth, ingot molds are prepared for the hot molten steel which will be
poured into them. These molds are stacked on short specialized flat cars in the Mold Preparation building and then
afterwards moved into position to inside the Open Hearth Mill. After the molds have been filled with hot steel,
the molds will cool slightly and the mold covering is removed via the Strip Mill.

From the Open Hearth complex the steel moves to the Rolling Mills complex.

Rollings Mills are more specialized in that each rolling mill will create a unique shape of steel. In some cases the
steel must be reheated again to super hot temperatures so the steel is easily shaped and won’t damage the equipment
as it moves through production. The mills that have to reheat the steel have a section for incoming ingots and slabs
called Soaking Pits.

Soaking Pits are large rectangular ovens, if you will, that do the reheating. Some mills don’t need to reheat the
steel slabs (or ingots) coming from the Open Hearth and hence don’t require superheated temperatures to work
the steel.

In our mill there are four Rolling Mills numbered 3, 4, 5, and 7. There are different shapes these mills make and
they are, most notably, slabs, bars (of varying lengths), rolls and rods. In Ohio Steel I only designated one rolling
mill to be which, #3, which creates rolls of steel wire. If you make your own scenarios you can designate the other
mills to create different shapes.

By the way, Rolling Mills like the Open Hearth main building are incredibly long buildings. The ones in Massillon
measure between 800 to 1200’ long. Compare that to the Ore Pit which measures 1300’ long by 340’ wide. And
if I may digress just a moment, on this subject of measurements, the blast furnace which is a typical blast furnace
of the 1920’s era measures something like 80’ tall, one half the height of a modern blast furnace. Is it any wonder
then that the steel industry was consider the giants of industry?

The last thing that happens in the steel making process after the different complexes have finished their job is
storage. And thus the Structural Steel Storage Yard. It doesn’t quite meet the criteria of a complex in that it usually
a flat area (sometimes walled in such as it was in Massillon) with large gantries unloading and loading of the steel
shapes for further transportation.
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Beyond Steel Making, the Finishing Mills and Manufacturing

The Railroad, or where you come in, is mostly a confused part of the steel making process. While steel is made
at the steel mill, the basic shapes become the building blocks for what we typically see as consumers. Steel is
moved by rail to sometimes to include the Roughing Mill but most definitely a Finishing Mills. Because the
industry and usage of steel is so varied it’s impossible to go much into the details of these mills. For our purposes
we’ll just accept that some steel products need more refining and then polishing than others. As mentioned
previously, steel which needs further refining or shaping is moved about in the brownish or reddish default car
which comes with Railworks. Finished steel products bound for manufacturing processes are moved about in the
white coiled car that comes with Railworks.



Integrated Steel Mill Schematic
Not all mills will have all of the components. Dover, for example, is a “Mini Mill"

For every load moved, there is an empty moved in the opposite direction
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Steel Mill Chart

Chart created by Mike Spinelli



Scenarios

Ohio Steel offers 4+ free roam scenario and 30 standard scenarios for your running pleasure. The scenarios
themselves are meant to be introductory exposing you to the world of Dover and Massillon and steel making.
01 Stone Creek Pick-Up Deliver steel goods to Dover Yard

02 Return to Stone Creek Resupply Stone Creek Foundry

03 Uhrichville To Dover Yard Deliver goods from to Altizer Aluminum Recycling Dover Yard

04 Dover Yard To Uhrichville (Altizer Delivery) Under overcast skies deliver scrap aluminum  to Altizer Aluminum
Recycling in Uhrichsville

05 Dover Branch Tutorial Tutorial run for Dover Steel
06 Dover Branch Pickup Dover Steel Pickup
07 New Philadelphia Finishing Mills Pickup Routine pickup/deliver at NPFM
08 Granny's Grainary Pickup/Delivery at Granny's
09 Extra Run Stone Creek Special Return yard excess to Dover Yard from Stone Creek.

10 Dover Mill Pickup Dover Steel Mill has pickups needing to be delivered to the yard.

11 Quarry Pickups Midvale and Moose Creek Quarries have pickups to be made.

12 Pickup/Delivery - SCF (long) Round trip assignment from Dover to SCF
13 Granny's Grainary v2 Pickup/Delivery at Granny's
14 Dover Branch Pickups Pickups on the Dover Branch

15 Uhrich Branchline Northbound Run Several businesses along Dover Uhrich Branchline need servicing.

16 Mixed Consist to Massillon Interchange Arriving back to Dover from a pickup run the dispatcher assigns you
a run to Massillon Interchange.

17 Mixed Consist to Dover The second introductory scenario for Massillon.

18 Delivery to Massillon Steel Mill 1

First look inside a steel mill takes you to the incoming yard tracks
where much of the intake of the Massillon Steel Mill first arrives. Many
types of incoming ores and freight populate a steel mill's arsenal.
Shortly thereafter the ores and freight are filtered deeper into the
steel mill either by the mill's internal railroad or by your railroad. But
let's not get ahead of ourselves, your first task in learning the mill is
getting a parked consist at Massillon Interchange to the Incoming
Yard tracks.

19 Delivery to Massillon Steel Mill 2

A scrap metal load needs taking to the steel mill. This scenario will
take you the deepest into the mill you can go without being a member
of the steel mill's railroad. Messages along the way will briefly
describe some of the larger buildings in the mill. After reaching the
Scrap Shredder Mill you will be tasked with picking up another consist
and bringing it back to the Massillon Interchange Yard. Some AI
activity along the way to keep things interesting!

20 Delivery to Massillon Steel Mill 3

Weeks later you get your 3rd foray into the steel mill delivering a
sizeable coal car consist. Instead of using the Incoming Yard tracks
to set the consist up, the dispatcher wants you to take the train
directly to the Ore Pit Yard. Winter is coming and the Ore Pit yard
becomes harder to use so coal is stored up more so in the Ore Pit
Yard so that in the icy months, coal is taken directly to the Blast
Furnace's Hi-Line by rail. At the hi-line the coal is dropped into bins
below the track and then fed into blast furnace. The same goes for
limestone.



21 Pickup From Massillon Steel Mill

The previous forays into the steel mill have focused on
delivering raw materials to the mill. In this scenario the steel
mill has product to be picked up and taken to Massillon
Interchange Yard.

22 Massillon To New Philly Run

The first snow of the year is falling and already a few inches
have accumulated and has wrought a wintry landscape. The
bosses have decided with your inexperience with the mill that
its better to put you back on  the mainline until warmer
weather breaks. So let's continue our discussion on steel
making a different way. What happens to steel after its made?

23 Stone Creek to Massillon

How about a nice long mainline run? How about one that
combines single track main and double track main running?
If you answered yes twice, then this is your lucky 'scenario'!
SCF Industries has a consist of finished steel cars to be
hauled to Cleveland, Ohio. However, you can only take them
as far as Massillon Interchange. While this is a rather
uneventful trip it is almost 40 miles of mainline running.

24 Direct to Altizer's

Situations like this don't often happen, but they do happen.
And a railroad has to adjust accordingly to the changing
dynamics of business. Altizer's clinched a big deal and they
are ready to go, right now. What they requested was slabs
of steel, unfinished and the steel mill obliged by running a
special order. 48 hours later the steel mill churned out the
steel and our railroad provided the cars for delivery. Just one
more thing needs to take place. You. This way to briefing,
please.

25 Coal Delivery To Dover This scenario puts you in the driver seat of a 3 engine lash-up
to pull a fairly long train to Dover Yard.

26 Dover Assignment (Part 1)

Winter has turned to Spring in Ohio, and hence the rains have
come. The railroad has your assignement in Dover this early
afternoon with a later afternoon run to Massillon Interchange
(Part 2). This scenario makes use of the marshal command,
pay attention to the messages that will explain its use.

27 Dover Assignment (Part 2)

After a couple of hours worth of delays and receiving the
manifest the Massillon bound train is ready to leave. Just a
few details first and you'll be on your way. Take the train to
Massillon on this overcast day and keep your eye out for train
traffic.

28 Understanding Eatons
Summer has arrived and your steel training continues. Eaton
has a delivery and pickup to be made, and what better time
to learn about roughing and finishing mills.

29 Eatons Wire Pickup

Eaton Wire is just south of the Massillon Steel Mill and has
a pickup to be made. The northbound track is yours, make
the pickup and deliver the steel cars back to Massillon
Interchange.

30 One Morning...

One morning in Massillon presents some lightweight yard
switching with a secondary follow-up mainline assignment
run to Dover Yard. Two scenarios in one so settle back into
your easy chair and enjoy the atmosphere and hard work of
railroading.
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Route Schematics

The following schematics were created by Don Hughes and are arranged starting with Dover Yard, then working
south through the Dover branchlines, and then north to the steel mill, and finally to Massillon Interchange.

Most of the these schematics are fairly straightforward but the last four pages, the steel mill and Massillon
Interchange have an extra feature added to them to make following the track much easier to do. The Massillon
area is a fairly complex the area of track and thus the schematics had to be spread over four pages instead instead
of just one page.

To follow the trackwork in these areas, colored coded boxes are provided with letters that link the track pages.
Simply find the same letter and colored box that match both the color and letter of the box of the track you’re
following at on each page when the circumstance dictates this.

Also, each of these pages provide a quick and easy reference legend to facillitate speedier awareness of what the
color coded boxes represent.

And also with the tracks coming and going from Massillon Interchange, the page order may seem reversed but
actually the page order reflects the physical location of the train yard. Please use the colored coded boxes and
letters to determine track flow.
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Credit Acknowledgements

Each time when I write out the credits, I am reminded how much it took to get from a screen full of just plain
green to reach this point of completion. The Massillon extension was an incredibly fulfilling project for so much
research had to be done on a variety of issues. Massillon started out as simply a mainline extension from Dover
to Massillon before I could expand with two other then planned extensions. But what took place after a simple
query of a large vacant lot near Massillon resulted in tons of research and new techniques and all of it, very time
consuming. Much of this didn’t happen without the usual suspects, frustration and exasperation having their fun.
Hence, much prayer, pleading and knee-time was needed before our Lord. To God I once again turned for do I
not only have to give Him credit for all the necessary information that found its way to me, also for the people He
brought into my life who could answer the many queries. I say this sincerely that if you find yourself in the same
kind of predicament that I ended up in, seek God out and help will come.

Out of earnest gratitude, I would like to repeat a familiar passage from the Bible:

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through
him might be saved. (John 3:16-17 KJV)

First in line to say thanks is my friend and business friend, Marc Nelson of 3D Trains. He hears my frustrations
the most, but he also is very helpful as he is quite the guru of Railworks. And as well as he has his own expertise
on how things are done in the virtual world some of us have to live in on a day to day basis.

Help in learning and understanding steel mill operation was a must in order to build a virtual steel mill accurately.
Every operation in a steel mill includes rail as well as more than just steel is made in a steel mill. Does that surprise
you? It did me too. And without the help of a few folks and resources, I don’t think it’s an easy task to build a
steel mill. Books are great at describing steel mills, their history and steel making. What they don’t do is describe
what all those different buildings do, let alone, look like. Mike Spinelli authored the steel mill chart in this manual
as well as provided some insights into the actual area and one version reference of its trackplan. I also viewed a
number of steel mill forums and sites on the Internet to help me to understand steel mills better. The one I visited
the most is called The Steel Industry Forum. Never signed up though, so they don’t know me, but the guys there
post information and pictures valuable to helping themselves understand steel making and the steel industry. I
also had four books, The Model Railroader’s Guide to Steel Mills by Bernard Kempinski, The History, Model
and Modeling of Steel by Dean Freytag, Steel Remembered by Christopher J. Dawson and Steel Mill Railroads
in Color by Stephen M. Timko. In addition I used plans, as reference for modeling, from Mike Rabbitt.

And thanks to Don Hughes whom volunteers to test scenarios, proof text, and creates the schematics for the manual.

I also like to credit and say thanks to Dick Cowen of BritKits of whom we have worked together a very long time
and a couple of times I asked him to add to his steel specialty pack rollingstock needed for the mill. An expansion
scenario package is planned by both of us that gets deeper into the internal steel mill operations; his pack will be
essential for bringing the steel mill to life.

Once again I thank you fellows and my thanks to my own family, my wife and daughter’s support, and as well
my son Jason who is currently stationed in Korea with the US Army who built a few of the commercial buildings
and homes in this route.
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All Aboard Products

All Aboard first began as a business back in 2003 but even before then, All Aboard was already doing freeware
routes and activities for Microsoft’s Train Simulator since 2001. All Aboard reached acclaim with the two routes,
East Metro and Ohio Rails gaining worldwide acceptance. Throughout the years since, All Aboard has stayed
with its theme of making routes a mixture of real-life and fiction. Since transitioning to RailSimulator.com’s
product, Railworks, All Aboard has created three popular routes which can be found at the following locations:

Steam     Steampowered.com
Just Trains   JustTrains.net
FS Pilot Shop  FSPilotshop.com
All Aboard   AllAboardRails.com

The following routes are currently available for Railworks:

1) Fort Kent Subdivision - Nifty 19 mile route complete with 20 scenarios and manual (An additional 16 scenario
expansion pack is available separately from AllAboardrails.com and is also available from Fspilotshop.com).
The Fort Kent route is single track mainline with one passing siding located in the uppermost part of Maine. The
route itself is a real route that parallels a small river while winding its way through forest and small tourist spots.
A real pleasure to drive trains on and learn the art of switching.

Plus...

And available as a special add-on, you can have an additional 16 scenarios. Featuring AI train traffic too! Included
is a manual explaining customer scheduling for the Fort Kent. And if you’re into making scenarios the manual
features a brief how it was done section for each scenario.

2) Colton & Northern - Approximately 30 miles long and mostly double-tracked with over 100 industrial spurs
(meaning lots and lots of industry!). A fictional route? That depends on who you talk to! You will have to read
the accompanying manual to understand what that’s all about. The route comes with 20+ scenarios .

3) Rascal & Cottonwood - The first American route Railworks by All Aboard. 20 miles of track with passing
sidings. Comes with a few scenarios. A very pleasant route boasting mountain running as well as flatlands running.
Focuses on coal running mostly but includes other industries as well.


